MAINE MARITIME MUSEUM’S ONLINE COLLECTION

I SPY with my maritime eye...

INSTRUCTIONS
• Visit the museum’s page on Google Arts & Culture
• Scroll through the entire collection to find the following clues
• Each numbered clue is its own painting; some paintings are used twice

1) A ship with red sail
2) A curious whale
3) A monstrous wave
4) A sailor who’s saved
5) A falling-down shed
6) Someone knitting a head
7) An “Italian Foods” seller
8) A giant propeller
9) A ship-launching flier
10) A ship that’s on fire
11) Bath, from the air
12) Strange facial hair
13) A boat full of fish

14) A boat full of people
15) An elegant dish
16) A small, distant steeple
17) A man in a hat near a black & white cat
18) A ship meant for war
19) A lighthouse (or more)
20) Vessels, all types*
21) A bucket of bait
22) The Stars and the Stripes**
   (I spy seventy eight)

*How many different kinds of ships can you find? Lobster boat, schooner, battleship, tug boat, clipper, cargo carrier…

**AKA the American flag

ANSWERS ON PAGE 2
ANSWERS

1) Return of the Mayflower by B.F. Gribble, 1919
2) Jonah and the Whale by Claus Hoie, latter half of 20th century
3) The Lifesavers by P.D. Miller, 1918
4) OAKIE L. ALEXANDER Rescue by Dana G. Willard, 1991
5) Custom Building at Trinidad by A.C. Wyatt, 1920
6) Netmaker by Louis S. Michael, 1971
7) Blue Moon by Unknown, c. early 1960s
8) Large Propeller on Factory Floor, c. 1940s
9) Wyoming Ship Launching Hand Bill, 12/14/1909
10) The Confederate ALABAMA Burning the American Bark VIRGINIA by Unknown, 1862
11) View of BIW Shipyard by Edward James, 1971
12) Portrait of Captain Benjamin Delano, c. 1860; Portrait of Captain Rufus Randall by Chinese artist, c. 1860; Portrait of Captain Warren Morse, c. 1900; Portrait of Henry Baldwin Hyde by Douglas Volk, c. 1870; and others
13) Bringing Home the Herring by Loretta Krupinski, early 21st century; The Mackerel Seiner LELIA TOLMAN by Loretta Krupinski, early 21st century
14) Eastport Holiday, by Loretta Krupinski, early 21st century; and others
15) Commemorative Tray, 1893
16) View of BIW Shipyard by Edward James, 1971
17) Splitting Cod and Yarns by Loretta Krupinski, early 21st century
18) Launching of the USS MASON (DDG-87) by John Gable, 2003